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NNG TID DATUMS 

PURPOSE : To provide design guidance in the establishment and use of tidal 
datums in hydrographic surveys and coastal construction. 

INTRODUCTION : For the design of most coastal projects, a knowledge of the tidal 
variations at a specific site is required since the minimum and maximum expected 
water levels are important design considerations. In additio.n, it is necessary 
to relate these water level fluctuations to .a fixed land point of known eleva- 
tion. Such a point is called a bench mark. This information is needed to de- 
sign such projects as coastal protection structures (including beach fills), har- 
bor improvements, and navigation channels. 

A fixed elevation to which other elevations may be referenced is called a datum. 
Tidal datums are defined by a certain stage of the tide, usually Mean Sea Level - 
(MSL), Mean Low Water (MLW), or Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW) . These datums are 
usually tied to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD). The Figure illus- 
trates the relationships between common datums and various tidal elevations. 

Since there is no standardized tidal datum at present in the United States, 
care must be taken when utilizing both bathymetric (or hydrographic) charts and 
topographic maps to insure that all vertical values either refer to the same 
datum or have been adjusted to the same datum. It is also important to realize 
that tidal datums are 1ocu4? and should not be extended into areas having differ- 
ing topographic features without substantiating measurement. 
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TIDE TABLES: The National Ocean Survey (NOS) maintains 50 primary tide stations 
at selected sites along the Atlantic Coast, Gulf Coast, and Pacific Coast in- 

cluding Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. Tide Tables are published yearly by NOS 

(see references). These tables provide predicted high and low tide levels for 
the primary stations and also provide a means of estimating these tidal values 
for a large number of secondary stations. The values which can be obtained for 

the secondary stations are approximate, and the cautions given in the NOS Tide 

Tables should be observed. 



iG&rest observed 
Predicted Extreme d&h’ 

Km 1929’ iFormerly I%: 
.ame .I uean Sea Level 
for Topographic napa\.., 

MHWS -.- 
MHh’b’ --- 

Rydrogrspkic Chart p,t~ 
(Atlsntic and Gulf) 

Hydrogrsphic Chart B*run -- 
(Pacific GXMt! 

HE&J ffiC% tiArAPER SF’KZNGS - The dverage height of ;he high craters occurring at spring r,.i~(e 

R(E@J HIGHER /fJGtf WATER - The average height of the higher high waters of a mixed tide 

MEAN HIGH WATER - The average height of the high waters. \Average includes all high watts 

heights for semi-diurnal and mixed tides; includes only the higher high waters for diurnal 

tides. Hence, for diurnal tides, MW is the sam? as MHHW. 

MEAN TIDE LEVEL - A plane midway between mean high water and mean ioar water Not necessarily 

equal to Mean Sea Level. 

MEAN SEA LEVEL - The average height got ?he ‘ALA fr~r zJ_I stages of the tide IJsua1J.v 

determined from hourly readings. 

MEAN LQW WATER - The average height of the low ucteoa. Average includes all low water 

heights for semi-diurnal and mixed tides; includes only lowea low waters for diurnal 21.:es 

Hence, for diurnal tides, ML&J is the same as M!_6W. 

MEAN LUWER LO!d WATER - I’Ize average height of the :..~rr iuw ‘daters of il mixed tidtib 

MEAN EfB WATER SPRINGS - The average height of the low waters occurring at spring LiJr 

NATIUMAL GEOL’ETIC VERTICAL 3ATUY ’ A fixed referc1:i.e .adopted as s standard geodetic datuti 

for heights ‘The datum was der;~r?d ;.:T J.siad ~ri~veys from a general adjustment af the fi+.%t 

order '~vs! sets af the U.S. and 2:1aJ I. !%+T_ ;': dr; indicates th4 tin6 of the last: gc~ierll 

adjus%:nent. The NGVD is fixed and does noi tak-- ;uto acccunt ~;*a changing stands of ZW:: 

teve1, The relationship between the geodetic datum and local PlSL is not consistent from 

one location to sn&her For these reasons ?k~ NPJ3 >>f 1929 is riot the fame as Mean Sea Le~el.~ 
--, 1 

Anq. JC~ the i:ide levels defined above? (with the exception of MTJ,j c.an be a tidal 

datum if th:?. average is taken over a 19-year period, For shorter periods of 

observations ) corrections are applied to eliminate known variations , 
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- SOURCES OF TIDAL DATUM INFORMATION: -P The primary source of tidal datum 

information is NOS. You may write this agency at: National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration, National Ocean Service, Distribution Branch (C441, 

Riverdale, MD 20737 or call NOS at (301) 436-6990. NOS can provide index 

maps of tidal datum bench marks and lists of the established references 

between the NGVD of 1929 (where available) and the local tidal datum on a 

state-by-state basis. Bench mark sheets can be obtained for all the primar3 
and some of the secondary stations listed in the Tide Tables. A typical tidal 

bench mark sheet for a specific location gives the following information (see 

CETN-I-14). 

-location (latitude and longitude to nearest 0.1 of a minute) of the tide 

station; 

-a description of several nearby surveying bench marks, their locations, and 

their elevation above the tidal datum (i. e. MLW or MLLW); 

-the time length of tidal record used in establishing the tidal datum; 

-the elevation of: highest recorded (or estimated) tide, MHW (or MHHW),MTL, 

NGVD (if available), MLW (or MLLW), and lowest recorded (or estimated) tide 

level. 

Often Corps offices have established survey bench marks which have been 

referenced to existing NOS tidal bench marks or to the NGVD. When these 

exist, they may be used as tidal bench marks by determining their elevation 

with respect to the local tidal datum. 

Additional sources of tidal information can be found from “Sources of Coastal 

Engineering Information” (Chu, et al, 1987). 

SETTING OF A DATUM: There may be situations where an accurate tidal datum 
is required, but not available. When the time and cost-benefit allow, it is 

possible to establish a datum by collecting at least 3 months of good, 

continuous data from a tide gage and comparing it with data from nearby 

primary or secondary stations. A detailed description of this procedure is 

given by Miles (1980). 

CAUTIONS: Most tidal information is collected in bays and rivers. In many 
cases these values are applied to the adjacent open coast. However, the tidal 

range and phase in the bay may differ from the range and phase in the open 

ocean. Depending on the geometry of the bay and the friction losses in the 

inlet, the range in the bay may be either greater or smaller that the tidal 
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i’rl~).g’? 1.41: the open coast. Before using tidal inforruation for.. a specific site: 

other than that of the tide station, the coastal engineer sholald investigate 

<hese pixsihilit,ies (see CFTN-IV--21, 

‘I’he :\G\/ ;: i>f 1929 us a permanently fixe,_l surfacz bo which tidal datums 81’~” 

usuaJl3 referenced. While the gei,ieral trend toward risin& sea level relati~~e tc-: 

the lan~;I is usually relatively small, tidal datums are sometiir:rts adjusted 51% 

reflect this trend, ‘Therefore, for maximum accuracy, always :~se the most 
np-tX:.-d:+!,e elevation of the tidal da.t.um wi.th respect +c N?r;VD, 

iirlrtar rrlterpolatiori of any tidal .iate\ms? extreme tidal values; or tidal ranges 

between stations listed in the Tide fables is not recommended due to the large 

varlatll I 0 s which kcan occur in these parameterzl over a short distance of 
:oasi,lirL~:. ‘When it is necessary to inte~polatr. :lse t.h~ best available datu 

along with ai:;:’ obtainable local knowledge 
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